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I declare the pilot when participating in the mark paraglider event, and swear the following. 
Happiness and the risk of the flight in the sky are understood enough, and the will and the above of the will to 

continue the will of the selection responsibility of the equipment of paraglider and the attachment and the entry for a 
game, the collection obligation of all information to lie flown, the wills of take-off, and the flights, the will to discontinue 
flying, and landing are done by an own responsibility and the judgment.』 
Observance obligation and self management responsibility of rule】 
1. I understand the risk of sky sports and am. I observe the rule, the rule, and the instruction. The safety control and the 

health care are noted in my responsibility. When abnormality is caused in the physical condition etc. by any chance, and 
the condition that exceeds my capability level is expected, it is sworn to discontinue playing a game promptly.  
2. I will make an effort so that the rally management may progress smoothly in cooperation with those who sponsor it.。 

Understanding and participation characteristic of characteristic of game】 
3. I have the experience of relating to paraglider enough. The paraglider athletic meet is a game done in the 

environment with an extreme weather change, and the game environment recognizes that there is a characteristic that 
changes rapidly. 
4. I understand the possibility to interfere to the relief in the emergency and correspondence is high because it is done 

within the range that a lot of elements with an unstable game field and is wide well.  
5. My health condition is excellent now, and it is not expected to the participation of the rally to cause it any problems.  
6. It is confirmed that I am doctor's checkup result within one year from the rally day healthy.  
7. When I might want you to know furthermore by on the religion and other reasons for the urgent medical treatment 

that the rallymedical team does like the allergic constitution and the idiosyncrasy and the disease which one had in the 
past etc. such as hypersensitivity, I declare it to those who sponsor it by the document beforehand. 
8. If those who sponsor it request it, I submit the health report etc. 

Observance of discontinuance recommendation and emergency measure of game】 
9. When it is judged by those who sponsor it that there is an obstacle in the game continuation while playing a game, I 

accept thegame discontinuance recommendation by those who sponsor it. 
10. I approve giving of the doctor and those who sponsor it the emergency measure to me when I injure, encounter an 
accident or it gets sick, and do not object to the method and the result of the emergency measure 
Immunity of injury and fatal accident】 
11. Even if it injures while being playing a game and holding the incidental event or I die when the sequelae based on 
these occurs moreover, I exempt from all all of the responsibility related to the rally to parties concerned irrespective of 
the cause. 
12. It confirms within the range of the insurance put on the rally amends to me, and it acknowledges it. Therefore, I 
swear I do not do the claim of the legal fee etc. of all the damage that I suffered for bringing a case the compensation 
claim and the lawsuit and them from the administrator, the heir, and those who execute my will and the close relative, 
etc. here. 
Immunity of inevitable matter】 
13. I lose equipment when the rally is canceled by the reason that should not be returned to rally sponsoring person's 
such as the deterioration of the weather situation and defects of the game environment or moreover, there is a change 
in the content of the game, and play a game by damage etc. It is sworn to do neither payment of the overhead (The 
participation expense is included) that requires it to participate in no pursuit of the responsibility and the rally nor the 
demand for return to those who sponsor it at all even if the obstacle is caused in the game participation. 
Use of announcing to public and commercial use for rights of portrait etc.】 
14. I approve commercial use with printed matter, the video, and information media that it is acknowledged for my 
portrait, name, address, age, and athletic career, etc. to be the thing of announcing to public whole concerning the rally, 
to be reported, and to be used in information media, accompanies these, and those who sponsor it and the jurisdiction 
game group produce. 
The relative's participation approval】 
15. I swear for my family, relative or guardian to understand, to approve the content of the rally based on this 
recognizance, and to have approved my rally participation. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date:                                 
 
 
Signature:                                                            
 


